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BHUTANESE FINANCIAL SECTOR PERFORMANCE 
REVIEW (Q3FY’10-Q3FY’11) 

 
 
 

This report gives comprehensive information on the performance of the Bhutanese 
financial sector on peer group basis (excluding RSEBL & NPPF) for the period ended 
Q3FY’11 in comparison to the corresponding quarter of the previous year. This report has 
been prepared by the Financial Regulation & Supervision Department of the Central Bank, 
and the information contained in this report is based on the returns submitted by the 
financial institutions to the Central Bank. The observations are summarized below: 
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1. Business size and growth. 
 
As of Q3FY’11, the business size of the financial system1 has expanded to Nu.69.86 billion  
compared to Nu.67.30 billion during corresponding quarter of the previous year. The 
growth has been recorded in the assets of banks2 in absolute figure by Nu. 1.74 billion 
(2.85 percent), and that of non-banks3 by Nu.0.82 billion (13.12 percent). The total deposit 
base of the deposit takers stood at Nu.50.75 billion during Q3FY’11. The corporate 
deposits form the major part of the deposits with Nu.29.09 billion (57.32 percent). 
Borrowings of the financial sector have increased to Nu.4.64 billion from Nu.4.39 billion 
(5.56 percent) during the period ended Q3FY’11. The funding sources (borrowings) were 
largely financed from domestic sources (about 85.56 percent). On the contrary, the off-
balance sheet exposures (OBS) of the financial sector rose to Nu.11.44 billion (60.34 
percent) from Nu.7.13 billion as of Q3FY’11. 
 
2. Capital & Reserves. 
 

The capital and 
reserves of 
financial system 
has increased to 
Nu.8.23 billion 
from Nu.7.17 
billion during 

Q3FY’11, 
indicating a 
growth of Nu.1.05 
billion (14.69 
percent). The 
increase is mainly 
recorded in banks 
with 14.31 percent 

from Nu.6.15 billion to Nu.7.03 billion in Q3FY’11. The increase was mainly due to the 
increase in the core capital (paid-up capital by 0.09 billion or 6.34 percent) and reserves by 
0.79 billion (16.63 percent). Meanwhile, the non-banks capital fund has increased by 
Nu.0.17 billion (16.99 percent) during Q3FY’11. 
 
Despite, an increase in the capital base of the financial institution, the position of RWCAR 
has not improved and it has rather deteriorated to 14.64 percent from 16.89 percent during 
the period ended Q3FY’11. This is due to substantial increase in risk weighted assets by 
Nu.13.73 billion (32.32 percent) vis-à-vis an increase in capital fund of Nu.1.05 billion 
(14.69 percent). Similarly, the core capital ratio has also deteriorated to 10.94 percent from 
13.07 percent during the period under review. 
 

                                                 
1 The financial system comprises of BNBL, BOBL, DPNBL, Tbank, BDBL,RICBL &BIL. 
2 Banks refers to BNBL, BOBL, DPNBL, Tbank & BDBL. 
3 Non-banks refers to RICBL & BIL. 
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3. Total Assets. 
 
The asset base of the financial sector have increased to Nu.69.86 billion from Nu.67.30 
billion during Q3FY’11 reflecting an increase of 3.80 percent. In terms of percentage 
holding, the total assets of the CBs4 constitute 89.88 percent, while the NBFIs5 hold the 
remaining percent. The CBs experienced a growth of 2.85 percent from Nu.61.05 billion in 
Q3FY’10 to Nu.62.79 billion in Q3FY’11. The increase in total asset was mainly seen in 
the loan assets (net of provisions) by Nu.9.79 billion (37.05 percent). Similarly, the asset 
base of NBFIs have also increased by 13.12 percent from Nu.6.25 billion in Q3FY’10 to 
Nu.7.07 billion in Q3FY’11 mainly due to increase in the loans and advances (net of 
provisions) by Nu. 1.41 billion (35.36 percent).  
 
In terms of composition of assets, the loans and advances (net of provisions) continued to 
form the major parts of assets with Nu.41.61 billion (59.56 percent) and liquid assets with 
Nu.24.12 billion (34.52 percent).  
 
4. Credit Distribution by Sector.  
 
During the 
period ended 
Q3FY’11, the 
financial 
sector’s total 
lending 
(gross) to 
economy 
reached to  
Nu.44.04 
billion from 
Nu.31.88 
billion in 
Q3FY’10  or 
by 38.13 
percent. The growth was mainly due to an increasing demand for Housing loans for 
residential/commercial purposes, which increased by Nu.2.86 billion or by 33.79 percent. 
Banks’ total loans and advances (gross) witnessed a growth of Nu. 10.70 billion (38.69 
percent) as against Nu. 1.46 billion (34.48 percent) increase in the total loans and advances 
(gross) of the non-banks. 
  
On the distribution of credit portfolio by sector, housing sector credit continued to lead the 
sectoral credit concentration of overall total loans and advances (gross) with Nu.11.31 
billion, followed by the Personal loan and Manufacturing & Industry with Nu.7.30 billion 
(50.46 percent) and Nu.6.79 billion (30.87 percent) respectively. However, in terms of 
growth by sector, Others (overdraft/working capital, staff loans and Entrepreneurship 
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development program)  leads the highest with 762.53 percent followed by transport loan 
with 65.64 percent, and agriculture loan with 50.97 percent.  
 
5. Asset Quality.  
 

Of the total loans 
and advance (gross) 
of Nu.44.04 billion, 
Nu.3.71 billion 
were impaired loans 
as of Q3FY’11. The 
gross NPL ratio has 
slightly improved 
from 8.55 percent 
to 8.42 percent 
during the period 
under review. 
However, the non 
performing loans of 

the Bhutanese financial sector increased by 36 percent from Nu.2.73 billion to Nu.3.71 
billion as of Q3FY’11. The increase in NPL is seen mainly in one of the commercial banks 
which constitute around 42.38 percent of the total non-performing loans. The non-
performing loans of banking sector have increased by Nu.1.05 billion (50.13 percent), 
while the NPLs of non-banks have improved by Nu.0.07 billion (11.33 percent).  
Meanwhile, the percentage of provision as a percentage of NPLs has increased from 43.56 
percent to 57.91 percent during Q3FY’11 mainly due to increase in provisions provided for 
bad loans by Nu.0.96 billion (80.82 percent) during the period under review. 
 
6. Consolidated Loan Classification of the FIs.  
        
The review on asset 
classification 
confirms that around 
92 percent of total 
loans disbursed by 
the financial sector 
are performing and 
remaining 8 percent 
is non-performing. 
Of the total loans of 
Nu. 38.35 billion of 
CBs, 91.78 percent 
are performing and 
only 8.22 percent are 
non-performing. 
Similarly, 90.22 
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percent of the total loan outstanding (Nu.5.67 billion) of the non banks are performing 
loans and the remaining 9.78 percent is non-performing loans. 
 
7. Liabilities.                                                                                                                                 

The total liabilities of the financial sector amounted to Nu.69.86 billion during Q3FY’11 as 
compared to Nu.67.30 billion during Q3FY’10. Majority of the liabilities comprised of 
deposit liabilities with Nu.50.75 billion (72.65 percent), followed by capital & reserves 
with Nu.8.23 billion (11.78 percent) and current and other liabilities with Nu.4.99 billion 
(7.15 percent) respectively. 
 
8. Distribution of Deposits by Customer.  
 

The total deposit 
base of the 
banking sector 
declined to 
Nu.50.75 billion 
during Q3FY’11 
from Nu.51.10 
billion in 

Q3FY’10, 
indicating a 
decrease of 0.69 
percent. The 
maturity of fixed 

deposits 
(corporate 
deposits) 

amounting to Nu.4.66 billion has primarily lead to the decrease in the deposit base of the 
financial system as a whole. However, the demand deposits have increased by Nu.3.09 
billion (12.01 percent), mainly in the form of saving deposits which has increased by 
Nu.2.54 billion (30.67 percent). With regard to deposits by customer holding, corporate 
deposits6 accounts for 57.32 percent and the remaining 42.68 percent constitutes the retail 
deposits. As a share of total deposits, demand deposits (current and saving) accounted for 
56.82 percent and time deposits (fixed and recurring) comprised of 43.18 percent.  
 
9. Profitability. 
 
During the period ended Q3FY’11, the net profit of the financial sector has declined when 
compared to the corresponding quarter of the previous year. The net profit stood at Nu.0.86 
billion as of Q3FY’11, a decrease of Nu.0.03 billion (2.83 percent) from Nu.0.89 billion. 
The decrease in the net profits is due to deterioration in the asset quality in one of the 
commercial banks, where the provision/allowances provided against the impaired loans 
                                                 
6 Corporate Deposits – refers to government, government corporations, public companies, private companies, 
NBFIs and CBs. 
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have almost increased more than five times during the period. In terms of percentage share, 
it alone constitutes 57.36 percent of the total provision.  
 
The 
increasing 
operating 
cost 
(Nu.0.19 
billion) of 
financial 
institutions 
vis-à-vis 
earnings 
from its 
primary 
business has 
further led 
to the deterioration of profitability of the financial sector. The net interest income of the 
banks rose to around Nu.2 billion from Nu.1.40 billion during Q3FY’11. Similarly, the net 
interest income of non-banks has increased by Nu.0.06 billion during the period under 
review. However, despite an increase in earnings from its business, the net profit of 
financial institutions has deteriorated from Nu.0.89 billion to Nu.0.86 billion during 
Q3FY’11.  
 
10. Liquidity.  

 
On the liquidity front, 
the excess liquidity of 
the financial sector 
has substantially 
decreased to Nu.2.18 
billion from Nu.11.62 
billion or by 81.21 
percent as of 
Q3FY’11. This huge 
decrease in liquidity 
is mainly due to 
decrease in the quick 
assets (cash & bank 

balance by Nu.2.78 billion, balances with banks in India by Nu.0.84 and maturity of RMA 
securities held by one of the commercial banks amounting to Nu.0.50 billion) by Nu.9.20 
billion (39.79 percent) during the quarter under review. The statutory liquidity requirement 
of the banks and non banks stood at 23.53 percent and 13.64 percent, which is above the 
minimum prudential requirement of 20 percent and 10 percent respectively.   The ratios 
represent a satisfactory liquid position. However, it demands regular monitoring of the 
quality of liquid assets held by the financial institutions. 


